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Enclosed for the Bureau and New Orleans are one copy 
each of three newspaper clippings concerning GARRISON's appearance 
on a copyrighted production by WFAA-TV, Dallas, Texas, wherein . 
GARRISON was interviewed by WEAA newscaster MURPHY MARTIN. : 
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One clipping from “The Dallas Morning News", Dallas, 
Texas, of 12/10/67, captioned “Garrison Says Government Hiding 

- Assassins' Names" related GARRISON professed to have no political 
ambitions. This article indicated that GARRISON showed on 
television pictures which he said were of a "Federal Agent" 

t picking up a .45 caliber bullet that killed KENNEDY. He further 
“4 alleged that the man who shot President KENNEDY stood in a manhol&~ 

that connects with a drainage system, and that the man who killed 
President KENNEDY by firing the .45 caliber bullet had fled the 
scene through the drainage system to another part of the city. 

    

An article appearing ihc"The Dallas Times Herald", dated 
12/10/67, captioned "Garrison Says Slayer of JFK Close to Auto" 
also relates the statements by GARRISON concerning the .45 caliber 
bullet, and the escape through the sewer system. 

ade PS “The Dallas Morning News" of 12/11/67, carried an article. 
‘as captioned “White House Shrugs Off DA's Charge”, which relates 
ce fre ¢omments by White House Press Secretary concerning GARRISON's 

- statements on the abovexre erred to TV program. LO. \ 
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     be oe Above is submitted for information of Bureau and — 
- New Orleans, and no LHM being submitted. 
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